
 

 

Strategy 

 
Wheat  
A very dry start across most of Western Australia has seen 

basis continue to strengthen as buyers see the prospect of 

much less grain to export this year. All old crop wheat values 

have strengthened. For unsold grain (including noodle wheat 

and high protein) we believe remain patient at current levels 

despite this year’s exports requirements mostly being met. 

Buyers will be looking to buy and hold for next years’ export 

program now, especially noodle wheat. Lower grade demand 

likely to come from domestic interest so if looking to sell 

make sure you let your broker know of your targets. New 

crop we believe remain patient at current levels due to the 

uncertainty with the new season crop and futures more likely 

to see upside than down. 

Barley (Malt & Feed) 
Old crop barley has mostly been sold however if you are still 

holding well done. Export demand has weakened but the 

domestic demand is still very strong with the dry start to the 

year (similar to lower grade wheat). New season pricing we 

are advocating remaining patient at current levels purely on 

the back of a poor Australian crop at present. Only consider 

sales if comfortable with crop conditions but even then do so 

conservatively. Malt barley spreads are strong (+30) however 

could continue to strengthen if Australian crop conditions 

continue to be poor. 

 

 

 

 

 

  
Canola 
Canola new crop pricing has weakened over the last few 

weeks due to weakening MATIF and Winnipeg exchanges. 

Canola has been the most adversely affected from the dry 

start so we are not advocating sales at current levels. 

European demand for Australian canola will still be high so 

we advocate no sales at current levels. 

Oats 
Old crop has rallied a massive $65 (OAT1) and $100 (OAT2) in 

Kwinana & Albany over the last month. This is a 40% OAT1 

and 100% OAT2 increase of grain value in less than 4 weeks!! 

Dry weather and strong export demand has been the catalyst 

for this increase and could continue to increase higher. 

However, seeing the best prices since November 2016 may 

be enough for some growers to pull the trigger on oats and 

realise the gain of being patient and following our strategy 

suggestions.  

Lupins 
Similar to oats but not to the same extreme with prices only 

up $50 in the last 6 weeks!! Lupins demand has picked up due 

to the dry start of the season. Ex farm interest is strong so let 

your broker know of your grain on farm and price targets if 

looking to sell. However can remain patient as feed demand 

should remain strong for most of the season. 
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Weekly Wrap 
 
Futures Update (WHEAT): The USDA released their global 

supply & demand report on Friday (WASDE) and although 

contained no significant surprises it was slightly bearish on 

wheat which saw Chicago and Kansas lose the gains it had 

made that week on weather concerns. Global production 

estimates were up 1.7mmt on previous month, to sit 

14.5mmt less than last year. However of concern to the bulls 

is that wheat consumption forecasts has fallen year-on-year 

by 5.4mmt. The major hiccup to price rallies is of course the 

global stocks, however as discussed in a previous report 50% 

of these wheat stocks (127mmt) are sitting in China, and 

unavailable to the global market, so if we take the ‘Global 

Stocks Without China’ number then stocks are due to fall 

12mmt year-on-year and markets should eventually begin to 

price in S&D excluding China. 

Graph: CBOT Futures, July 2017 contract 

 

Currency: The AUD started June with slightly more vigour 

than it bumped along with in May – jumping a cent and a half 

from 0.740 to 0.755 in the first week. Throughout last week 

it flattened out a bit and found comfort around those 0.755 

levels, however there is a lot of data due out this week which 

should cause a few tremors and most experts are suggesting 

more risk to the downside for the AUD. Australian consumer 

confidence, US Fed rate decision and US CPI are all out 

tomorrow, and the Australian employment figures are due 

out Thursday.  

On a side note the big action around global currency is firmly 

with the GBP at the moment as markets try to come to terms 

with what on earth is going on with UK politics at the moment 

and what effect it will have on Brexit. The GBP has fallen 

drastically against all major crosses. Theresa May of course 

wanted to initiate Hard Brexit sooner rather than later, but 

her election backfire that sees the Conservatives now relying 

on a little known party from Northern Ireland just to hold a 

flimsy majority in Parliament means Brexit legislation will not 

move smoothly. The decision by the UK voters to weaken the 

Tory Government is a case of ‘cutting off your nose to spite 

your face’ as the EU now holds a much stronger bargaining 

position in Brexit talks, and with parliamentary elections 

starting in France (they follow the Presidential) and general 

elections in Germany in September – Emmanuel Macron and 

Angela Merkel will be sharpening their swords. 

 

 

 

Keep an Eye on 

 

The obvious place to keep an eye on right now is the sky, and 

we are all keeping fingers crossed some relief will come soon. 

With a lot of canola paddocks across Australia only 50% 

germinated, the Canadian Prairies still in trouble, and strong 

demand from overseas eagerly awaiting new season crops, 

canola values will be the one to pay close attention to. 
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